MEAGHER, KIRWIN, FAY, AND THORSEN
SCORE IN EVENTS

Cardinal and Gray Runners Get
Places in Two and Two Mile

MANY RECORDS EQUALLED

Your members of the M. I. T. Varsity track team placed in the New England Meet at Amherst, and although some of them succeeded to an unusual degree, their other records all turned in very good time. Mr. Pay and Ciss. T. M. took second and third respectively in the 100 yard dash, and Lee Thomson was second in the 220 yard dash.

Lloyd Hahn, the best middle distance runner on the indoor, was first and third for the mile, and Mr. Pay and Hans won the third and fourth in the intermediate. The 110 yard hurdles were won by Mr. Pay and Mr. Arnold, the time was 20.7 seconds, as compared by the fired time of 20.9 seconds, as compared by the fired time of 20.9 seconds. The sweep in the extra mile event was that of Mr. Pay, with Hans second, Mr. Miller third, and Mr. Arnold fourth.

SOPHOMORE DANCE
WILL HAVE MUSIC BY 2 ORCHESTRAS

Barbary Coast Orchestra From
Dartmouth To Perform
By Techonians

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY

May Be Bought in Fraternity, Dormitories, and in
Main Lobby

Latest reports from the Sophomore Dance Committee indicate that some for the music at the second session of the dance on the second floor will include the work of two orchestras. Originally, it was arranged to keep only the lone orchestra from Interfraternity Club, but it was found that the orchestra could not complete all the music that the plan required. The orchestra has extended its list of numbers to include songs of the Second Session of the dance, and it is expected that the orchestra will cover the remaining requirements.

SINGING CONTEST
WINNERS ANNOUNCED AT SYMPHONY HALL

Wesleyan Second in New England Glee Club Contest at Symphony Hall

Admission was free to the last Sunday of the concert season, and the Wesleyan group took second place in the contest.

Radio Association
Gains 101 Points in Recent Experiences

Stations in Every Continent
Encouraged to Compete for 50 Thumbs

During the International Trials, the Wesleyan Technical Society competed in the Amateur Radio Association competition and scored 50 points. The station was awarded on each occasion that was scored at a net station on the contest.
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